6160RF
DELUXE CUSTOM ALPHA
INTEGRATED KEYPAD/RECEIVER

The 6160RF’s integrated keypad and receiver design helps reduce installation, material and inventory costs while increasing valuable add-on opportunities. It adds full wireless capability to any VISTA control without additional wiring or sacrificing zones and can help close sales by easily adding 5804, 5804BDV or 5878 wireless interfaces for end-user remote convenience.

Dealers can add the 5828 and 5828V wireless keypads to VISTA for the first time, presenting a tremendous upsell opportunity by letting them offer their customers secondary wireless keypads on every installation with virtually no install time.

FEATURES

- 6160 Custom Alpha Keypad
- Built in 5881ENH unlimited zone wireless receiver
- Compatible with 5828/5828V wireless keypads on VISTA systems*
- Single four-wire run is all that’s required
- It is the ideal choice where wireless keys are to be used:
  - Keys can be programmed at the panel, just as they would with the 5881ENH
- Fully compatible with all 5800 wireless devices including bidirectional devices*

Easy to Operate
- The custom alpha display is easy to read, with large characters and simplified descriptions
- The sounder beeps to help identify security system status

Stylishly Designed
- Sleek, white design blends with any décor
- Contoured, removable door lets customers customize the keypad for the look they want
- With the door closed the keypad has a smooth, unobtrusive appearance

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions
- 5 5/16" H x 7 3/8" W x 1 3/16" D (135mm x 190mm x 30mm)

Sounder
- Piezoelectric

Wiring
- (Black):  Ground
- (Red):  +12 VDC (Aux. Power)
- D1 (Green):  “Data In” to control panel
- D0 (Yellow):  “Data out” from control panel

Current
- Standby: 50ma
- Activated: 150ma

Compatibility
- Fully compatible with all VISTA controls

ORDERING:

6160RF  Keypad/Receiver
5828  Wireless Fixed English Keypad
5828V  Wireless Talking Fixed English Keypad
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